
D ad, – a little minion asked, – 
what is shining so bright in the 
night sky? Is it a planet?

— No, it’s dark on the planets during 
the night – they are saving power to 
build Secret Projects.

— Perhaps, it’s a star?

— No son, we can’t see stars – the 
entire outer space is veiled by smoke 
traces left by Asteroids.

— So, what is it? – the kid insisted.

— They say, it’s an ancient space 
station flying in a nearby nebula, – 
mysteriously whispered father minion 
making his eyes even more round. – 
This is an artifact of proto-Villains who 
had lived long before the birth of our 
Master! This station contains countless 
treasures...

— New Secret Projects, Asteroids, and 
more Minions? – the kid supposed. In 
response, the father gave a pat on the 
son’s helmet and tousled his toy plasma 
gun hanging on the belt. A smart boy is 
growing! Just like his father.

Nebula Expansion

 
 4 Nebula cards

Distant Space  Components

Initial Setup
1. Shuffle Nebula cards. 
2.  Add one – or both – Nebula Discovered! cards  

to the Domination deck. Your choice!

Nebula Discovery
Sooner or later, one of the players draws Nebula Discovered! 

card from the Domination deck. As soon as this happens:
1.  If there is a Nebula in the game already, discard it 

immediately. Also remove Asteroid-proof tokens put near it.
2.  Randomly draw a Nebula card (if necessary, reshuffle the 

discard pile to make a new batch). Put three Asteroid-proof 
tokens near it.
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3.  Then discard the Nebula Discovered! card; the 
Villain who has drawn it takes another card from the 
Domination deck.

Please keep in mind that Nebula Discovered! is 
neither considered a Project, nor an Asteroid, nor even a 
Domination card.

WATCH YOUR FIRE! Sometimes, due to Villains’ 
neglect, Nebula Discovered! flies away as an 

Asteroid. Should this happen, let it go! The effect of 
Nebula Discovered! will be triggered as soon as the card 
is put to the discard pile.

Profitable BADABOOM
While the Nebula card is in the game, each Villain may 

launch Asteroids into the Nebula – instead of targeting other 
Villains.

The Asteroids flying to the Nebula are NOT considered 
incoming for any of the Villains. Accordingly, such Asteroids 
may be shot down only using some Minion Ops and abilities 
of certain Projects and Secret Facilities.

When an Asteroid hits the Nebula, the Villain who has 
launched it gets exactly what is printed on the Nebula card 
and nothing extra. In other words, this Villain does not take 
an extra Minion card (as it happens when an Asteroid hits 
another Villain).

Then the Villain discards the Asteroid and removes one 
of the Asteroid-proof tokens placed near the Nebula. If it 
was the last remaining Asteroid-proof token, the Nebula 
card also goes to the discard pile.

Asteroids launched into a Nebula can be charged. When 
a Charged Asteroid hits a Nebula, not only does it bring to 
the Villain the reward printed on the Nebula card, but also 
smashes the Nebula into pieces. Regardless of how many 
Asteroid-proof tokens remain near the Nebula card, it is 
discarded.

Breakdown of a Nebula card

1. Card name.
2.  Effect from the Asteroid 

impact. It is executed 
from left to right. In this 
particular case, the Villain 
who has launched the 
Asteroid takes a Minion 
card and then launches a 

new Asteroid into another 
Villain (but not into the 
Nebula).

3.  Asteroid-proof tokens. 
Remove one token after 
each hit. If no more tokens 
remain, discard the Nebula 
card.
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Other Rules for Nebula Expansion
   The Villains launch Asteroids into the Nebula and 

shoot those down as described in the base game rules. 
   An Asteroid launched into a Nebula reaches it in the 

morning of the next day – similarly with Asteroids 
launched into other Villains.

   If it’s possible for a Villain to launch more than one 
Asteroid into the Nebula during his/her turn, that 
Villain may do this – i.e. launch as many Asteroids as 
possible into the Nebula.

   After the third hit, the Nebula card is discarded and all 
the Asteroids targeting it are discarded as well. There 
is no justice in space!

   If a Nebula card has been discarded because of the 
discovery of a new Nebula, all the Asteroids targeting 
the discarded Nebula are re-targeted at the new one. 
There is some justice in space after all! 
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